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creating better environments

Tessera FR is a collection of attractive, hardwearing carpets, 
offered in various pile constructions and textures, all 
designed to deliver specific aesthetic and performance 
benefits. The installation of carpet in a rail vehicle adds 
significant warmth, comfort and acoustic benefits.

Tessera Alignment is a sophisticated and cleverly textured 
to complement the most contemporary interior design.

243FR | cosmic ray  LRV 2

240FR | wavelength  LRV 2

218FR | luminosity  LRV 22 219FR | equinox LRV 24

239FR | apollo LRV 2242FR | hologram LRV 2

241FR | north star LRV 2

213FR | astral LRV 11 210FR | climate LRV 8

217FR | meteorite LRV 3 209FR | celcius LRV 8

215FR | stellar LRV 6

214FR | nocturn LRV 4

208FR | nucleus LRV 2

238FR | terrestrial LRV 2

220FR | essence LRV 17

204FR | horizon LRV 4

202FR | elixir LRV 4

222FR | Galileo LRV 11

237FR | sunspot LRV 2244FR | firestar LRV 2

203FR | cyclone LRV 2

223FR | solstice LRV 5

221FR | gravity LRV 10

For rail please ensure that FR is clearly noted on all ordersAvailable with Pro-Fit  
backing for quicker 
installation.
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creating better environments

Tessera FR is a collection of attractive, hardwearing carpets, 
offered in various pile constructions and textures, all 
designed to deliver specific aesthetic and performance 
benefits. The installation of carpet in a rail vehicle adds 
significant warmth, comfort and acoustic benefits.

Tessera Helix is an understated linear design, combining 
rich texture and visual appeal.

802FR | oxide LRV 9 804FR | taupe LRV 14803FR | clay LRV 9

807FR | glaze LRV 14

809FR | copper LRV 10

805FR | burnish LRV 12

808FR | silica LRV 12

812FR | marble LRV 7811FR | cobalt LRV 5810FR | carbon LRV 5

806FR | mortar LRV 12

801FR | glass LRV 12

813FR | zircon LRV 10

For rail please ensure that FR is clearly noted on all orders

Available with Pro-Fit  
backing for quicker installation.
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creating better environments

Tessera FR is a collection of attractive, hardwearing carpets, 
offered in various pile constructions and textures, all 
designed to deliver specific aesthetic and performance 
benefits. The installation of carpet in a rail vehicle adds 
significant warmth, comfort and acoustic benefits.

Merging a metallic web overlay with a sophisticated 
striated ground, Tessera Nexus creates a network of 
connections in 9 contemporary colourways.

3500FR | agenda LRV 21

3503FR | engage LRV 19

3507FR | share LRV 12

3502FR | co-lab LRV 9

3504FR | review LRV 12

3506FR | feedback  LRV 11

3501FR | milestone LRV 13

3508FR | groupchat  LRV 7

3505FR | refresh LRV 7

For rail please ensure that FR is clearly noted on all orders

Available with Pro-Fit  
backing for quicker installation.


